One-Day Trip
for New Taipei City Native English-Speaking Teachers
of English Wonderland Program
Main Organizer: The Education Department of New Taipei City
Assisting Organizers: New Taipei City English Education Resource Center, XiuDe
Elementary School, and Teach Taiwan
Participants: Principals, Directors and NSTs from New Taipei City English Wonderland
Programs
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021
Location: Wulai Aboriginal Culture and Hike Trip
Schedule
This trip will be hosted by Teach Taiwan. The cost of tour bus, tour fee and lunch will be
covered by Teach Taiwan. The schedule is as follows:
Monday, January 11, 2021
Time

Schedule

07:20

Meeting point 1: Taipei Main Station North Exit 2

08:00

Meeting point 2: Xindian MRT Station Exit 1

08:30~08:40

A short stop in Wulai

09:10~09:30

Bless of Ancestral Spirits – Blessing Ritual

09:30~12:00

Visit Tranan Tribes (Atayal Aboriginal Village)

12:00~13:00

Lunch at a tribal restaurant

13:00~14:30

Hiking in Ya An Ancient Trail

14:30~16:00

Hunter Life Experience

16:00~17:00

Back to Xindian MRT Station

Introduction
-Fu-Shan Tranan Atayal Aboriginal Tribes
Here in Fu-Shan you can learn about the hunter’s culture and the wisdom of nature and the
Atayal’s ancestors. Inside the quiet tribe you can sense the ease floating through the air that is

different from the busy cities. The wall paintings and the sculptures present the history of the
Atayal Tribe to the visitors.
Coming to the entrance of the Klumut Trail, before entering the mountains there is a
special ritual, which is to pray to the ancestors of the Atayal for the safety of the hikers.
The Nanshih Creek on the side of the trail is very clear, as the sunlight blinks from the
scale of the Shoveljaw carps swimming in the creek. As the hunter leads the newcomers into
the mountains, along their path the hunter puts down traps according to the size and animal
behaviors of different animals.
Feel the moment of sincere emotions between people by learning about the tribe’s culture
and history. If you don’t want to miss the chance of being surrounded by mountains and the
passion of the Atayal people, join us with this amazing trip to Fu-Shan.
Registration
- Please complete the registration form (see attachment 1) and send the file to the coordinator
Nicole Hou ( nicole@teachtaiwan.com.tw ).
Notes
All Wonderland principals, directors and NSTs are invited to this trip. However,
attendance is optional. The cost of the trip will be covered by Teach Taiwan.
Please be on time. The bus will depart at 7: 20am at Taipei Main Station and 8:00am at
XinDian MRT Station.

